
The King of the Novel: 
An Introduction to Great Expectations 

by John Irving 

I. Why I Like Charles Dickens; Why Some People Don't

Great Expectations is the first novel I read that made mewish I had written it; it is the novel that made me want to be ll novelist-specifically, to move a reader as Lwas moved then. I believe that Great Expectations has the most wonderful and most perlectly worked-out plot for a novel in the English language; at the same time, it never deviates from its Intention to move you to laughter and to tears. But there is more than one thing about this novel that some people don't like--and there is one thing in particular that they don't like about Dickens in general. Here is the thing highest on t�· list that they don't like: the intention of a novel by Charle Dickens is to move you emotionally, not intellectually; and i is by emotional means that Dickens intends to influence you socially. Dickens is not an analyst;· his writing is,not analytical although it can be didactic. His genius is descriptive; he· can describe a thing so vividly-and so influentially-that no one can look at that thing in the same way again. You cannot encounter the prisons in Dickens's novels and ever again feel completely self-righteous about prisoners being where they belong; you cannot encounter a lawyer of Mr. Jaggers's terrifying ambiguity and ever again put yourself willingly in a lawyer's hands-Jaggers, although only a minor character in Great Expectations, may be our literature's greatest indictment of living by abstract rules. Dickens has even provided me with a lasting vision of a critic; he is Bentley Drummle, "the next heir but one to a baronetcy/' and "so sulky a fellow that he even took up a book as. if its writer had done him an injury." Although his personal experiences with social evil had been brief and youthful, they never ceased to haunt Dickens-the vii 
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humiliation of his father in the debtors' prison at Marshalsea;\, 
his own three months labor (at age eleven) in a blacking(. 
warehouse at Hungerford Stairs, pasting labels on bottles): 
and because of his father's money problems, the family's.; 
several moves-especially, when Charles was nine, to meaner ( 
accommodations. in Chatham; ,and shortly thereafter, away'. 
from the Chatham of his childhood. "I thought that life was ; 
sloppier than I expected to find it," he wrote. Yet his imagi-; 
nation was never impoverished; in David Copperfield, he:' 
wrote (remembering his life as a reader in his attic room at: 
St. Mary's Place, Chatham), "I have been Tom Jones (a? 
child's Tom Jones, a harmless creature)." He had been Don:' 
Quixote, too-and all the even less likely heroes of the Victorian� 
fairy tales of his time: As Harry Stone has written: "It is hard:} 
to know which came first, Dickens's. interest iri fairy tales or,S 
his conditioning by them." Dickens's fine biographer, Edgar; 
Johnson, describes the sources of the author's imagination{ 
similarly, claiming further that Dickens had devised "a ne�tt 
literary form, a kind of fairy tale that is. at once humorous;t: 
heroic, and realistic." • :' 

The Chatham of Dickens's childhood is sharply recalled in i 
Great Expectations-in the churchyard graves he could see;, 
from his attic room, and in the black convict hulk,. "like a,, 
wicked Noah's ark," which he saw looming offshore on the.! 
boating trips he took up the Medway to the Thames; that is, 
where he saw his first convicts, too; So much of the landscape ; 
of Great Expectations is Chatham's landscape, the foggy: 
marshes, the river mist; and his real-life model for the Blue 

• Boar was there in nearby Rochester; and Uncle Pumblech�ok' s :.
house was there-and Satis. House, where Miss Havisham/•
lives. On walks with his father, from Gravesend to Rochester, ,
they would pause in Kent and view the mansion atop a ,f
two-mile slope called Gad's Hill; his father told him that ifhe\'
was very hardworking, he might get to live there one day. ;
Given his family's Chatham circumstances, this must have i'
been hard for young Charles to believe, but J;ie did get to live ."
there one day-for the last twelve years of his life; he wrote L,
Great Expectations there, and he died there. For readers '.,It;
who find Dickens's imagination· farfetched, they should look} •
at his life. . .· s

His was an imagination fueled by personal unhappiness and,/
the zeal of a social reformer.· Like many successful people, he{
made good use of disappointments-responding to them with,I
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energy, with near�frenzied activity, rather than needing to 
recover from them. At fifteen, he left school; at seventeen, he 
was alaw reporter; at nip.eteen, a parliamentary reporter. At 
twenty, he was a witness to the unemployment, starvation, 
and cholera of the winter of 1831-2-and his frrst literary 
success, at. twenty-one, was made gloomy by the heartbreak f of his first love. She was a banker's daughter whose family , )Jr
shunned Dickens; years later, she returned to him in her 
embarrassing maturity-she was plump arid tiresome; then, 
and he shunned her. But when he first met her, her rejection , 
made him work all the harder; Dickens never moped. 

He had what Edgar Johnso_n calls a "boundless confidence 
in the power of the will." One of his earliest reviews (by .his 
future father-in-law; imagine that!) was absolutely right about 
the talents of the young author. "A close observer of charac
ter and manners," George Hogarth wrote about the twenty� 
four-year-old Dickens, "with a strong sense of the ridiculous 
and a graphic faculty of placing in the most whimsical and 
amusing. lights the follies and absurdities of human. nature. 
He has the power, too, of producing tears as well as laughter. 
His pictures of the vices and wretchedness which abound .in 
this vast city are sufficient to strike the heart of the most 
careless and insensitive reader." 

Indeed, Dickens's young star so outshone that of Robert 
Seymour, the Pickwick Papers' first illustrator; that Seymour 
blew his b,rains out with a muzzle-loader. By 1837 Dickens 
was already famous for Mr. Pickwick. He was only' twenty� 
five; he even took command of his hapless parents; having 
twice bailed his father out of debtors' prison, Dickens moved 
his parents forcibly from London to Exeter-an attempt to 
prevent his feckless father from running up an unpayable tab 
in his famous son's name. 

Dickens's watchdog behavior regarding the social ills of his 
time could· best be described, politically, as reform liberal
ism; yet he was not. to be pinned down. His .stance for the 
abolition of the death penalty, for example, was based on his 
belief that the punishment of death . did nothing to deter 
crime-not out of sentiment for any malefactor. For Dickens, 
"the major evil"-as Johnson describes it-''was the psycho
logical effect of the horrible drama of hanging before a brutal� 
ized and gloating mob." He was tireless in his support of 
reform homes for women, and of countless services and ,chari
ties for the poor; by the time of 'Dombey and Son (1846-8), 
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he had a firmly developed ethic regarding the human greed'.'. 
evident in the world of competitive business-and a strongly '; 
expressed moral outrage at the indifference shown to the :; 
welfare of the downtrodden; he had begun to see, past Oliver { 

f 
Twist (1837-9), that vice and cruelty were not randomly 0: 

bes.towed on indivi
.
duals at b\rth but were the creations of·�

.
" 

society. And well before the time of Bleak House (1852-3), he. 
had tenacious hold of the knowledge that "it is better to sufferi 
a great wrong than to-have recourse to the much greater,
wrong of the law." • • 

. t
He was thirty when he had his first fling at editing "a great{ 

liberal newspaper," dedicated to the "Principles of Progress f 
and Improvement, of Education, Civil and Religious Liberty, , 
and Equal Legislation"; he lasted only seventeen days. With{ 
Household Words, he did much better; the magazine was as,; 
successful as many of his novels, full of what he called "social; 
wonders, good and evil." Among the first to admire the,: 
writing of George Eliot, he was also among the first to guess ( 
her sex. "I have observed what seem to me to be such womanly f 
touches," he wrote to her, "that the assurance on the title-:f 
page is insufficient to satisfy me, even now. If they originated, 
with no woman, I believe that no. man ever before had the art ; 
of making himself, mentally, so like a woman, since the world/ 
began." Of course, she was charmed-and she confessed to; 
�- ' ' 

He wa,s so industrious that (despite his generosity) even the i 
work <£his own friends failed to impress him. "There is a, 
horrid respectability about the most of the best of them," he : 
wrote, "-a little, finite, systematic routine in them, strangely , 
expressive .to me. of the state of England herself." Yet he was • 
ever the champion of the un-championed-as in Mr. Sleary's 
heartfelt and lisped plea for the circus artists in Hard Times . . 
"Don't be croth with uth poor vagabondth. People,,must be J 
amuthed. They can't be alwayth a· learning, nor yet can they 
be alwayth a working, they ain't inade for it. You mutht have\ 
uth, Thquire. Do the. w ithe thing and the kind thing, too, :;' 
and make the betht of uth; not the wortht!" It is this quality " 
in Dickens that has been blessed by Irving Howe, who writes 
that "in [his] strongest novels, entertainer and.moralist come •· 
to seem shad�ws of one another-finally two voices out of the 
same mouth. 

Dickens's gift is how spontaneously h_e can render a situa,- )', 
tion both sympathetic and hilarious-and charged with his T 
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fierce indignation, with what Johnson calls his "furious V 
sure of social evils." Yet Dickens's greatest risk-taking, as a 
writer, has little to do with his social morality. What he is 
most unafraid of is sentimentality�f anger, of passion, of 
emotionally and psychologically revealing himself; he is not �
self-protective; he is never careful. In the present, post
modernist praise of the craft of writing--0f the subtle, of the \£. 
exquisite-we may have refined the very heart out of the /\ 
novel. Dickens would have had more fun with today's literary 
elitists and minimalists than he had with Mr: Pumblechook 
and Mrs. Jellyby. He was the king of the novel in that 1· 
century which produced the models .of the form. 

Dickens wrote great comedy-high and low-and he wrote 
great melodrama. At the conclusion of the first stage of Pip's 
expectations, Dickens writes: !'Heaven knows we need never 
be ashamed· of our tears, for they are rain upon the blinding 
dust of earth, overlying our hard hearts." But we are ashamed· 
of our tears. We liv.e at a ti.·m

. 

e w

.

h.en criti
.
cal t

.
as·t

.
e tells us that

•

· 

I
to be softhearted is akin to doltishness; we're so influenced by 
the junk on television that even in reacting against it,- we 
overi:eact-'-we conclude that any attem t to move an audi
ence to lau hter or to tears 1s s ame ess, is ei er sitcom or 
oap opera or o . • • • • 
-Edgar Johnson is correct in observing that "though much

has been said about Victorian restraint, emotionally it is we
who are restrained; not they. Large bodies of modern read-
ers, especially those called 'sophist

. 
icated,' distrust any

. 
un �) 

curbed yielding to emotion. Above all when the emotion is W 
noble, heroic, or tender, they wince in skepticaJ suspicion o 
distaste. A heartfelt expression of sentiment seems to them 
exaggerated, hypocritical, or embarrassing." And Johnson of-
fers a reason for this. "There are explanatidns, of course, for 
our peculiar fear.of sentiment as

.
sentimental .. With the endr�

mous growth of popular fiction, vulgar imitators have cheap-
ened the methods they_ learned from great writers and 
coarsened their delineation of emotion. Dickens's very pow-
ers marked him out as a model for such emulation'." 

To the modern reader, too often when a writer risks being 
sentimental, the writer is already· guilty. But as

. 
a writer it is 

cowardly to so fear sentimentality that one avoids it altogether. 
It is typical-'-and forgivable-among student writers to avoid, 
being mush-minded by simply refusing to write about peo
ple, or by refusing to subject characters to emotional ex� 
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tre�es. A short story_ about a four-course meal from the poin. of view of a fork · will never be sentimental; it may never. . matter very much to us, either. Dickens took sentimental 
\ ri.sks with aban�oil. "His we�po_ n�, were those of caricature_'.and burlesque, Johnson writes, of melodrama and unre,.:· strained sentiment." • . . And her�' s another wonderful thing about him: his writinl1s,never vam---:-I mean that. he never sought to be .original. He, ne�er pretended to be an explorer, discovering neglecte4 evils. Nor was he so vain as to imagine that his love or his us�· of the language was particularly special; he could write ve� prettily when he wanted to, but he never had so little to say,. t�at he thought the object of writing was pretty language; h,/ did not care about being original in that way, either. Th� broadest no�eHsts never cared for that kind of original anguage---D1ckens, Hardy, Tolstoy, Hawthorne, Melville .. j, their so-called style is every style; they use all styles. Tti s�ch novelists, originality with language is mere fashion; it wiU pass: The_ larger: plaine� _ things-the things they ar�1/;.. preoccupied with, their obsess1ons....;....these will last: the story'. the characters, the laughter and the tears. ! 

Yet writeI'S rho.. are co_Iisidei:ecl masters of style have als(/ ?Iarv�le� at Dickens s t�chnical brillianc�, while recognizing _1t as mstmctual-as nothmg anyone ever learned or could b ;taught. G. K. Chesterton's Charles Dicke11s: A Critical Stud'. ,is both an appreciative and· precise view of Dickens's techs , -niques; Chesterton also offers a marvelous defense of Dicki . . ,ens' s characters. "Though his characters often were· carica� :tures, they were not such caricatures as was supposed b)l �,hose who had never met such characters," Chesterton writes.,. • And the critics had never met the characters· because th�c�tics did _not live the common life of the English people; an Dickens did. England was a much more amusing and horribl place than it appeared to the sort of man who wrote reviews.''-It is worth noting that both Johnson and Chesterton stres"s �ickens' s fondness for the common; Dickens's critics stresJ his e?centricity. "There can be no question of the importanc� �f Dickens as a human event in history," Chesterton write�/• . . . . a naked flame of mere genius, breaking out in a mail, wi�h?ut culture, _withou� tradition, without help from historiJ{ rehg10ns a�d ph�losoph1es or from_ the great foreign schoolf and reveah�g a hght that never was on sea or land, 1f only th� long fantastic shadows that it threw from common things." ,; 
? 
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Vladimir Nabokov has pointed out that Dickens didn't write every sentence as if his reputation depended on it. "When Dickens has some information to impart to his reader through conversation or meditation, the imagery is generally not conspicuous;" �abokov writes.. Dickens knew how to . keep areader readmg; he trusted his powers of narrative momentum as much as he trusted his des�riptive powers-as much as he trusted his ability to make his readers feel emotionally connected to his characters. Very simply, narrative momentum and emotional interest in the characters are what make a novel mor,� compellingly· readable on page 300 than .it is on page 30. The bursts of vivid imagery are spaced" is how Nabokov puts it. _ •• 
�ut didn't he exaggerate everything? his critics ask. When people" say that Dickens exaggerates," George Santayana writes, it seems to me that they have no eyes and no ears. They probably have only notions of what things and people are;. they accept them conventionally at their diplomatic value." And to those who contend that n'o one was ever so sentimental, or that there was no one ever like Wemmick or Jaggers_ or _Bentley Drummle, Santayana says: "The polite·world 1s lymg; there are such people; we • are such people ourselves in our true moments." Santayana also defends Dickens's stylistic excesses: "This faculty,_

7:which renders him a consummate comedian, is just what alienated him . from • a later generation in which people of taste were aesthetes and virtuous people were higher snobs; they wanted a miJJ:cing art, a1;1-d he gave them copious improvisation, they wanted analysis and development, and he gave them absolute comedy." No wonder that-both because of and in spite of 'his popularity-Dickens was frequently misunderstood, and often mocked. In his first visit to America he was relentless in h_is attack on America's practice of ignoring international copyright; he also detested slavery, and said so, and he found loath�ome and cru�e the American habit of spitting-according to Dickens, practically everywhere! For his criticism he was rewa,�ded by our critics, who called him a "flash reporter" �nd , that famous penny-a-liner";_ his -mind was described as coarse, vulgar, impudent, and· superficial''· he was called · "narrow-minded" and "conceited," and am�ng all visitorsever, to ''this original and remarkable country," he was re�garded as_ "the most flimsy-the most childish-the mosttrashy-the most contemptible. . . . "
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So, of course, Dickens • had enemies; they could not touch 
his splendid instincts, or match his robust life. Before begin� 
ning Great Expectations, he said, "I must make the most I· 
can out of the book-I think a good name?" Good, indeed, 
and a title many writers wish were free for them to use, a 
title many wonderful novels could have had: The Great Gatsby,
To the Lighthouse, The Mayor of Casterbridge, The Sun Also. 
Rises, Anna Karenina, Moby Dick-all great expectations, ofj 
course. 

2. A Prisoner of Marriage; The "One Happiness I Haves
Missed in Life ... " . • ,\

• • But what· about the plot? his critics ask. Aren't his plots
unlikely? .

Oh, boy; are they ever "unlike,ly"! I wood.er how many 
people who call a plot "unlikely" ever realize that they do nots
like any plot at all. The nature- of plot is unlikely. And if; 
you've been reading a great many contemporary novels, you're,; 
probably unused to encountering much in the way of ploe 
there; should you encounter one now, you'd be sure to find i( 
unl4<ely. Yet when the British sailed off to their little war 
with Argentina in 1982, they used the luxury liner, the Queen:,
Elizabeth n, · as a troop transport. And. what became the; 
highest military priority of the Argentinian forces, who wer ; 
quite overpowered in this war? To sink that luxury liner, tM; 
Queen Elizabeth II, of course-to salvage, at the very least, 
what people call a "moral victory." Imagine that! But we; 
accept far more unlikely events in the news than we accept iri 
fiction. Fiction is, and·has to be, better made than the news;? 
plots, even the most unlikely ones, are better made than rea\; 
life, too. ; 

Let us· look at Charles Dickens's marriage for a niomentf 
the story of his marriage, were we· to encounter it in any' 
novel, would seem highly unlikely to us. When Dickens mar��: 
ried Catherine Hogarth, Catherine's younger sister Mary, 
who was only sixteen, moved in with them; Mary adored hei, 
sister's husband, and she was an ever-cheerful presence in'. 
their house-perhaps seeming all the more good-natured anql 
even-tempered alongside Catherine's periods of sullen withi: 
drawal. How much easier it is to be a visitor than to be ) 
spouse; and to make matters worse, Mary died at seventeen? 
thus perfectly enshrining herself in Dickens's memory-and; 
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becoming, in the later years of his marriage to Kate (Cather� 
ine was called Kate), an even more impossible idol, against 
whom poor Kate could never compete. Mary was a vision of 
perfection as girlish innocence, of course, and she would 
appear and reappear in Dickens's novelS"'--she is Little Nell 
in The Old Curiosity Shop; she is Agnes in David Copperfield,
she is Little Dorrit. Surely her goodness finds its way into 
Biddy in Great Expectations, too, although Biddy's capabili� 

• ties for criticizing Pip come from stronger stuff than anything
Dickens would have had the occasion to encounter in Mary
Hogarth.

In his first visit to America, while Dickens made few
references to • the strains that Kate felt while traveling (her
anxieties for the children back in England, especially), he did
observe the profound lack of interest in America that was
expressed .by Kate's maid. Kate herself, he documented-in
the course of getting on and off boats and coaches and trains-
had fallen 743 times. Although this was surely an exaggera
tion, Mrs. Dickens . did compile an impressive record of
clumsiness; Johnson suggests that she suffered from a nervous
disorder, for her lack of physical control was remarkable.
Dickens once cast her in one of his amateur theatrical compa
ny' s performances-it was a small part in which Kate spoke a
total of only thirty lines; yet she. managed to faH through a
trapdoor on stage and so severely s.ptained her ankle that she
had to be replaced. It seems an extreme step to take to gain
Dickens's attention; but Kate ·surely suffered their marriage
in her own way as· acutely as her husband did in his.

When Dickens's twenty-three-year-old marriage to Kate
was floundering, who would be living with them but another
of Kate's younger sisters? Dickens found Georgina "the most
admirable and affectionate of girls"; and such was her loyalty
to him that after Dickens and Kate separated, Georgina re
mained with :Dickens. She might have been ih love with him,
and quite more to him than a help with the children (Kate
bore Dickens ten children), but there is nothing to suggest
that their relationship was sexual-although, at the time, they
were subject to gossip about that.

At the time of his separation from Kate, • Dickens was
lJrobably in ·- love with an eighteen-year-old actress in his
amateur theatrical company�her name was Ellen Teman,
When Kate discovered a· bracelet that Dickens had intended
as a present for Ellen (he was in the habit of giving little gifts



xvi INTRODUCTION to his favorite performers), Kate accused him of having al- ;, ready consummated a relationship with Ellen-a relationship •• that, in all likelihood, was not consummated until some years after Dickens and Kate had separated. (Dickens's relationship with Ellen Teman must have been -nearly as guilt ridden and unhappy as his marriage.) At the time of the separation, ·• Kate's mother spread the rumor that Dickens had already taken Ellen Teman as his mistress. Dickens published a statement under the headline "PERSONAL" on the front page of his own, very popular magazine (Household Words) that such "misrepresentations" of his character were "most grossly false." Dickens's self-righteousness in his own defense ; invited controversy; every detail of his marriage and separation :was published in the New York Tribune and in all theEnglish newspapers. !magine that! .. It was 1858. Within three years, Dickens would change the name of Household Words to All the Year Round and continue his exhausting habit of serializing his novels fo� his magazine; he would begin the great numbers of fervent puplie readings t�at would undermine his health (he would give more than four hundred read_ings before· his death in 1870); and he would complete both A Tale of Two Cities and Great 

I Expectation
. 
s. "I am incapable of rest," he told his best and oldest friend, John Forster. "I am quite confident I should rust, break, and die, if I spar�d myself. Much better to die, doing." As for love: he would lamenUhat a true love was the "one happiness I· have missed in life, and the one friend and companion I never made." More than a little of that melancholic conviction would haunt Pip's quest of Estella's love (and profoundly influence Dickens's first version of the ending of Great Expectations). And the slowness and the coldness with which the teenaged Ellen Teman responded to the famous author in his late forties would cause Dickens to !mow more than a little of what Pip's longing for Estella was. 

His marriage to Kate had, in his view, been a prison; but in taking leave of it, he had encountered a most public scandal and humiliation, and a reluctant mistress-the relationship with Ellen Teman would .never be joyously celebrated. The lovelessness of his marriage would linger with him-just as the dust of the debtors' prison would pursue Mr. Dorrit, just as the cold mists of the marshes would follow young Pip to 

INTRODUCTION xvii London, just as the "taint" of Newgate would hang over Pip when he so hopefully meets Estella's coach. Pip is another of Dickens's orphans; but he is never so • pure as Oliver Twist and never as nice as David Copperfield. He is not only a young man with unrealistic expectations; he is a young brat who adopts the superior manners ofa gentle- 1g man (an unearned position) while detesting his lowly origins and feeling ashamed in the company of men of a higher social class than his. Pip is a snob. "It is a most miserable thing to feel ashamed of home," he admits; yet as he sets out to London to enjoy his unknown benefactor's provisions, Pip heaps "a gallon of condescension upon everybody in the village." .•-It must have been a time of self-doubt for Dickens-at least, he suffered some reevaluation of his self-esteem. He had kept his work days in the blacking warehouse a secret from his own children. Although his origins were not so lowly as young Pip's, Dickens must have thought them low enough. He would never forget how deeply his spirits sank when he was pasting labels on the bottles at Hungerford Stairs. And was he feeling guilty, too, and considering some ofhis own ventures to have only the airs of a gentleman (without real svbstance) about them? Surely the partrician goals to which young Pip aspires are held in some contempt in.Great 
Expectations; the mysterious and elaborate provisions that enable Pip to "live smooth," to "be above work," turn out to . be no favor to Pip. No one should "be above work." At the end-as there is . often at the end, with Dickens-there is a softe:Qing of the heart; the work ethic, that bastion of the middl� class, is graciously given some respect. "We were not in a grand way of business," Pip says of his job, "but we had a good name, and worked for our profits, and did very well." / This is an exampte of what Chesterton means:· that "Dickens did not write what the. people wanted. Dickens wanted what the people wanted.''. This is an important distinction, espe-cially when. regarding Dickens's popularity; the man did 'f'; write for an audience so much as he expressed an audience's hunger-he made astonishingly vivid what an audience feared, what it dreamed of, what it wanted. • In our time, it is often necessary to defend a writer's\ popularity; from time to time, in literary fashion, it is consid� • ¥,. ered bad taste to be popular--if a writer is popular, how can he be any good? And it is frequently the role oflesser wits to 
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demean the. accomplishments of writers with more sizable audiences, and reputations, than their own. Oscar Wilde, for example, was a teenager when Dickens died; regarding Dickens's ·sentiment, Wilde remarked that ''it would take a heart of steel not to laugh at the death of Little Neil." It was also Wilde who said that Flaubert's conversation was on a level with the .conversation of a pork butcher; but Flaubert was not in the conversation business-which, in time, may prove to be Wilde's -most lasting contribution to our literature. Compared to Dickens or Flaubert, Wilde's writing is on a level with pork butchery.· Chesterton, who was born four years after Dickens's death and who occupied a literary period wherein popularity- (for a writer) was suspect, dismissed the charges• [against Dickens's popularity very bluntly. History would have -tOpay attention to Dickens; Chesterton said�because, quite simply, "the man led a mob."
Dickens was • abundant and magnificent with description, with the atmosphere surrounding everything-and with the tactile; with every detail that was terrifying or viscerally felt.Those were among his strengths as a writer; and if there were weaknesses, too, they are more easily spotted in ·his endings than in his beginnings or middles. In the end, like a good Christian, he wants to forgive. Enemies shake hands (or even marry!); every orphan finds a family: Miss Havisham, who is a truly terrible woman, cries out to Pip, whom she has manipulated and deceived, "Who am I, for God's sake, that I should be kind?" Yet when she begs his forgiveness, he forgives her. Magwitch, regardless of how he "lived rough," is permitted to die with a smile on. his lips, secure in the knowledge that his lost- daughter is alive. Talk about unlikely! Pip's horrible sister finally dies, thus allowing the dear Joe to marry a truly good woman. And, in the revised ending, Pip's unrequited love is rectified; he sees "no shadow of another parting" from Estella. This is mechanical matchmaking; it is not realistic; it is. overly tidy�as if the neatness of the form of the novel requires that all the characters be brought together. This may seem, to our cynical expectations, unduly hopeful. The hopefulness that makes everyone love A Christmas

Carol draws fire when Dickens employs it in Great Expecta
tions; when Christmas· is over, Dickens's hopefulness strikes many as mere wishful thinking. Dickens's original ending to 
Great Expectations, that Pip and his impossible love, Estella, 
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should stay apart, is thought by most modem critics to be the proper (and certainly the modem) conclusion-from which Dickens eventually shied away; for such a change of heart and mind, he is accused of selling out. After an early manhood of shallow goals, Pip is meant finally to see the falseness of his values-and of Estella-and he emerges a sadder though • a wiser fellow. Many readers· have expressed the belief that Dickens stretches credulity too far when he leads us .to suppose-in his revised ending�that Estella and Pip could be happy ever after; or that anyone can. Of-his new endingwhere Pip and Estella are reconciled-Dickens himself remarked to a friend: "I have put in a very pretty piece of writing, and I have no doubt that the story will be more acceptable through the alteration." That Estella would make Pip-or anyone-,-a rotten wife is not the point. "Don't be afraid of my being a blessing to him," she slyly tells Pip; who is bemoaning her choice of a first husband. The point is, Estella and Pip are linked; fatalistically, they belong .to each other-happily or unhappily. Although the suggestion that Dickens revise the original ending came from his friend BulweraLytton, who wished the book to close on a happier note, Edgar Johnson wisely points out that "the changed ending reflected a desperate hope that Dickens could not banish from within his own heart." That hope is not a last-minute alteration, tacked on, but simply the culmination of a hope that abides throughout the novel: that Estella might change. After all, Pip changes (he is the first major character in a Dickens novel who changes realistically, albeit slowly). The book isn't called Great Expectations for nothing. It is not, I think, meant to be an entirely bitter title-although I can undermine my own argument by reminding myself that we first hear that Pip is "a young fellow of great expectations" from the ominous and cynical Mr. Jaggers, that veteran hard-liner who will, quite rightfully, warn Pip to "take nothing on its looks; take everything on evidence. There's no better rule." But that was never Dickens's rule. Mr. Gradgrind, from Hard Times, believed in nothing and possessed nothing ·but the facts; yet it is Mr. Sleary's advice that Dickens heeds, to "do the withe thing and the • kind thing too." It is both the kind and the "withe" thing thatPip and Estella end up together.In fact, it is the first ending that is o_ut ofcharacter-'-forDickens, and for the novel. Pip, upon meeting Estella (after
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two years . of hearing only rumors of her), remarks with· a
pinched heart: "I was very glad afterw;u-ds to have had the · 
interview, for in her face and in her voice, and in her touch, 
she gave me the assurance that suffering had been stronger 
than Miss Havisham's teaching,-and had given her a heart to 
understand what my heart used to be." Although that tone---:
superior and self-pitying�is IIIOre modern than Dickens's 
romantic revision, I fail to see how we or our literature would 
be better off for it., There · is. a contemporary detachment in it, 

\
even

.
· 

a smugness: Reme. mber this about
·

. 

Charles Dicke�s: he 
was active and exuberant when he was happy; he was twice as 
busy when he was unhappy. In the first ending; Pip is mop� 
ing; Dickens never moped. 

The. revised ending reads: "I took her hand in mine, and 
we Went out of the ruined place; and as the morning mists 
had risen long ago when I first left the forge, so the evening 
mists were rising now, and in all the broad expanse of tran
quil light they • showed to me, I saw no shadow of another 
parting from her." A very pretty piece of writing, as Dickens 
noted, and eternally open.C...::.:.still ambiguous (Pip's· hopes· have 
been dashed before)-and Jiµ- more the mirror of the quality 
of trust. in the novel as a whole; It is that hopeful ending that 
sings with all the· rich contradiction we should love Dickens 
for; it both underHnes and undermines everything before it 
Pip is basically good, basically gullible; he starts out being 
human, . he learns by error-and by becoming ashamed of 
himself-and he keeps on being human. That touching illogic · 
seems not only generous but true. 

• "I loved her simply becauseLfound her irresistible," Pipsays miserably; and of falling in love, in general, he observes,
"How could I, a poor dazed village lad, avoid that wonderfulinconsistency into which the best and wisest ofinen fall everyday?" And what does Miss Havisham have to tell us about

(

, love? 'TH tell you what real love is," she says. "It is blindd. ev
. 
otion., unquestioning self.-humili

.·

atio

.

n, utter
. 

su�mission,trust and belief against yourself and against the whole world,giving up your whole heart and soul to the smiter-as I did!"
In her jilted fury, Miss Havisham wears her wedding dressthe rest of her life and, by her own admission, replaces

Estella's heart with ice-to make Estella all the more capable
ofdestroying the men in he:

r 
life as savagely as Miss Havisham was destroyed. Miss Havisham is one ofthe greatest witches._ ' 

' ,  
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in the history of fairy tales, because she actualiy · is �hat she
first seems. She appears more wicked and cruel to Pip wh�n
he meets her than that runaway convict who has ac�osted �ip
as a child on the marshes; later, she greedily enJoys Pip s 
misunderstanding (that she is not the witch he first thoug�t 
her to be, but an eccentric fairy godmoth�r( She ��ws he is
mistaken yet she encourages him; her evil is comphcitous. In

the end, 'of course, she turns out to be the witch she always 
was. This is real magic, real fairy-tale stuff

--;-
but_ �he eccen

tricity of Miss Havisham, to many of Dickens s cntics, makes 
her one of his least believable characters. . . It might surprise hJs critics !o k�ow . that Mis_s Havisham
did not spring wholly from his imagmation. In his youth, he 
would often see a madwoman on Oxford Street, about whom. 
he wrote an essay for his magazine, Hous�hol� _

Wor�. He
called the essay "Where We Stopped Growmg, m "':'hich �e
described "the White Woman ... dressed entirely m 
white. . . . With white boots, we know she picks her way 
through the winter dirt: She is a conceited �Id cr�ature, cold 
and formal in manner, and evidently went simpermg mad on 
personal grounds alone-no· doubt because .a wealthf Quaker 
wouldn't marry her. This is her bridal dress. She is always 
... on her way to church. to marry . the false. Qu_aker. We 
observe in her mincing step and fishy eye that she mtends to 
lead him a sharp life. We stopped growing when we got at 
the conclusion that the Quaker had had a happy escape of the 
White Woman." This was written several years before Great 
Expectations. Three years before that he had published in a 
monthly supplement to Household Words (called Household 
Narrative) a true-life account of a woman who sets herself on 
fire with a lit Christmas tree; she is saved from death, but 
severely burned, when a young. man th_rows �er to. !he floor
and wraps her up in a rug-,-Miss Havisham s burnmg, and 
Pip's rescue of her, almost exactly. . · . _ . Dickens was not so much a fanciful and whimsical mventor 
of unlikely characters and situa!ions as _he. was a relentlessly
keen witness of the real-life victims of his time; he sought out 
the sufferers, the people seemingly singled out by Fate or 
�endered helpless by their society�n?t those people compla
cently escaping the disasters of their time but th� people who
stood in the face of or on the edge of. those_ disa;sters. The
accusations against him that he was a sensationalist are t�e 
accusations of conventionally secure and smug people-certam 
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that the -mairrs_treatn ?f life is both safe and right, and there�'. circumstantial developments in a Dickens narrative must have
fo�� the only life that s true. _ _ . , a most underdeveloped sense of enjoyment.

_The Jey of the great characters of Dickens," Chesterton Unashamedly, Dickens wrote to his readers. He . chides

(
�ntes, is that they are all great fuols. There is the same_., them, he seduces them, he shocks them; he give�, them
difference between a .great fool and a small fool as there is slapstick and sermons. It was his aim, Johnson says, not to 
be�een a �reat poet _and a smaH poet. The great fool is a , tum the stomach but to move the heart." But it is my strong •
b_e10� who 1s above wisdom. and not below it." A chief and • suspicion that in a contemporary world, where hearts are far 
nveh?g characteristic of "the great fool" is, of course his · more hardened, Dickens would have been motivated to tum
c�pacity for destruction-for self-destruction, too, but f�r all, the stomach, to0:--as the one m_eans remaining for reaching
kinds of havoc making.· Look at Shakespeare: think of Lear, those hardened hearts. He was shameless in t�at -aim; he 
Hamlet, Othe!l0:--they were all "great fools/'_ of course.. : cajoled his audiences; he gave them great pleasure so that 

And there 1s one course that the great fools of literature • they would also keep their eyes open and not look away from
oft�n seem �o follow without hesitation; they are trapped by his visions of the grotesque, from his nearly constant moral
their own hes, and/or by their vulnerability to the lies of, outrage.
?the:s . In a story with a great fool in it; there's almost · In Great Expectations, maybe he felt he had given Pip and
,mevi�ably a great lie. Of course, the most important dishon�. Estella-and his readers-enough pain. Why not give Pip and
est,: 1? Great Expectations is Miss Havisham' s; hers is a lie of Estella to each other at the end? Charles Dickens would 
omissmn, And Pip lies to his sister and Joe about his first visit. never find that "one happiness I have missed in life, and the 

!0 Miss Havish11m's; �� !ells them that Miss Havisham keeps i one friend and companion I never _mad�." �ut to Pip• he 
a black velvet coach • in her house, and that they all pre- would give that pleasure; he would give Pip his Estella. 

tend�? to ride on this stationary coach while four "immense"d?gs fought for veal-cutlets out of a silver basket." Little· canPip know that his lie is less extraordinary than what willprove tobe the truth of Miss Havisham'slife in Satis House and the connections with her life that Pip will encounter i� •
the so-called outside world. ,

_T�e co�vict Ma�tch, who threatens young Pip; s life, and his liver, m the books opening pages, will tum outto have a :more noble heart than our young hero has. "A man who had :been soaked in water, and smothered in mud, and lamed by 'st�nes, and _cut by flints, and stung by nettles, and tom by Kbnars; who limped, and s _hivered, and glared, and gtowled"-a' �� . who�, Pll? sees disappearing on the marshes in the :v1c1mty of a gibbet, with some chains hanging to it �hich :�ad once held a pirate . . . as if he were the pirate come to life� �d come �own, and [ was J going back to hook himselfup ;\
agam -that this same man will later be a model of honor is ipart oft�e great mischief, .the pure fun, -of the plot of GreatJ Expectatiori,s1 Plot is ent�rtainment to Dickens,_ it is pure';•pleasure-�IVmg to an audience-enhanced by . the fact that rr_iost of his novels were se�alized; great and surprising coin- ·••·· ci��nces were among the gifts he gave to his serial readers. A •cntic who scoffs at the chance meetings and other highly ·-·•

:J. "No Help or Pity in All the Glittering Multitude"; in "the 

Uuined Garden" • 

But what about the plot? his critics keep asking. How can
you believe it? 

Very simply: just accept as a fact that everyone of any 
emotional importance to you is related to everyone else of 
,my emotional importance to you; these relationships need 
not extend to blood, of course, but the people who change 

your life emotionally-all those people, from different places, 
from different times, spanning many wholly unrelated coinci-
dences-are nonetheless "related." We associate people with 
uach other for emotional not for factual reasons-people who've 

never met each other, who don't know each other exist; 
people, even, . who have forgotten us. In a novel by Charles 

Dickens, such people really are related�sometimes, even,
l,y blood; ·almost always by circumstances, by coincidences; 

• and most of all by plot. Look at what a force Miss Havisham
is� anyone of any importance to Pip turns out to have (cir have 

had) some kind of relationship with her! . .
Miss Havisham is so willfully deceptive, so deliberately

uvil. She is far worse than a vicious old woman made nasty
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and peculiar by her own hysterical egotism (although she i' 
that, too); she is actively engaged in seducing Pip-she con 
sciously intends for Estella to torment him. If .you are s '. 
unimaginative that you believe such people don't exist, yo ' 
must at least acknowledge that we (most of us) are as capabl 
as Pip of allowing omselves to be seduced. Pip is warned' 
Estella herself warns him. The story is not so much abou -

_ Miss :1f�vish�m's absolute evil as it is about Pip's expectation

I 
overndmg his common sense. Pip wants to be a gentleman 
he warits Estella-'-and his ambitions guide him more force 
fully than his perceptions. Isn't this a failing we can recogniz 
within ourselves? 

Do not quarrel with Dickens for his excesses. The weak 
nesses in Great Expectations are few, and they are weaknesse 
of underdoing-not overdoing. The rather quickly assume 
friendship, almost instant, between Pip and Herbert is neve 
really developed or very strongly felt; we are supposed t • 
take Herbert s absolute goodness for granted (it is never ve 
engagingly demonstrated)-and that· Herbert's nickname foi1 
Pip is '.'Handel" drives me crazy! I flnd Herbert's _ goodness 
much harder to take than Miss Havisham' s evil. And Dick 
ens'.s love for amateur theatrical performers overreaches hi 
ability to make Mr, Wopsle • and that poor fool's ambition·, 
inte�estin�. Chapters 30 and 31 are boring; perhaps they wen:i
hastily written, or else they represent a lapse in Dickens's 
own interest. For whatever reason, they are surely not exam� 
pies of his notorious overwriting; everything that he overdid 
he at least did with boundless energy. \ 

Johnson writes that "Dickens liked and disliked people; he 
was_ never merely indifferent. He loved and laughed and 
de _nde�, an� despise� and �ated; he never patronized or 
sniffed._· Witness Orhck: he 1s as dangerous as a mistreated 
dog; there is little sympathy for the social circumstances 
u_nderlying Orlick's villainy; he's a bad one, plain and
s1mple��e _ means to k�II. Witness Joe: proud, honest,: 
h�dwork�ng; uncomplainmg, and manifesting endless good.:
�ll cle�p1te the clamorous lack of appreciation surrounding, 
him; he s a �ood _one, plain and simple--he means no one an)" 
harm. Despite his strong sense of social responsibility and his 

_ perceptions of society's conditioning. Dickens also believed in; 
good and evil-he believed there were truly good people/ 
and truly bad ones. He loved every genuine virtue and:' 
every kindness; he detested the many forms of cruelty, and;, 
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he heaped every imaginable scorn upon hypocrisy and-self-
ishness. He was incapable of indifference. 

He prefers Wemmick�to Jaggers; but toward Jaggers he 
shows less loathing than fear. Jaggers is too dangerous to 
despise. When I was a teenager, I thought that Jaggers was 
always washing his hands and digging with his pen�ife un
der his fingernails because of how morally reprehensible (how 
morally fllthy-dirty) his clients were; it was a case of the lawyer 
trying to rid his body of the contaminati�n contracted b

)'. 
h�s

proximity to the criminal element. I thmk _now that this is 
only partially why Jaggers can never be, entirely, ?lea�; I am
far more certain that the fllth Jaggers accumulates m his work 
is dirt from the work of the law itself-it is his own profes
sion'.s crud that clings to him. This is why �emmick !� more_ 
human than Jaggers; it strikes Pip that Wemm1ckwalks among 
the prisoners much as .a gardener might walk �mong -• his . 
plants"-:-Y�,t w

_ 
emmi

_
c½ is capa

.
ble· of_ havi�g ,?is Walwort�

\ sentiments ; when he s at home with his aged parent, 
Wemmickis a sweetheart. The contamination is more perma0 

nently with Jaggers; his home is nearly as businesslike as h�s 
office and the presence of his housekeeper, Molly-who 1s 
surel; a murderess, spared the gallows not because she _was 
innocent but because Jaggers got her off�asts the pnson 
aura ofNewgate over Jaggers's dinnertable. 

Of course, there are things to learn from Jaggers: the 
atteii.tion he pays to. that dull villain Drummle helps t? open 
Pip's eyes to the unjust ways of the world-the world s stan
dard of values is based on money and class, and on the 
assured success of brute aggressiveness. Through his hatred 
of Drummle, Pip also learns a little about himself-'.'our 
worst weaknesses and meannesses are usually committed for 
the sake of the people whom we most despise," he observe�.
We might characterize Pip's progress in the novel as the autobi
ography of a slow learner. He thinks he has grasped who 
Pumblechook is, • right from the start; but the degree of 
Pumblechook's hypocrisy, his fawning, his dishonesty, and 
his false loyalty�based on one's station in life and revis�d, 
instantly, upon one's turn of fortune-::-is a continuing surprise 
and a:n education, Pumblechook is a strong minor character, a 
good man to hate, Missing..:._from our contemporary· lite�a
tur&-:-is both the ability to praise as Dickens could praise 
(without reservation); and to hate as he coul� hat_e ,(com
pletely). Is it our timorousness, or that the sociologist s and 
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psychologist's more complicated view of villainy has removed 
from our literature not only absolute villains but absolute 
heroes? 

Dickens had a unique affection for his characters, even for 
most of his villains. "The bores in his books are brighter than 
the wits in other books," Chesterton observes. "Two primary 
dispositions of Dickens, to make the flesh creep and to make 
the- sides ache, were . . .  twins of his spirit," Chesterton -
writes. Indeed, it was Dickens's love of the theatrical that 
made each of his characters-in his view-a performer. Be
cause they were all actors, and therefore they were all impor
tant, all of Dickens's characters .behave dramatically-and 
heroes and villains alike are given memorable qualities. 

Magwitch is my hero, and what is most exciting and vis- , 
ceral in the story of Great Expectations concerns this convict S 
who risks his life to see how his creation has turned out. How-· 
like Dickens that Magwitch is spared the real answer: his _ 
creation has not turned out very well. And what a story·• 
Magwitch's story is! It is Magwitch who enlivens the book's , 
dramatic beginning; an escaped convict, he frightens a small' 
boy into providing food for his stomach and a file for his , 
leg-iron: and by returning to London, a hunted man, Magwitch 
not only contributes to the book's dramatic conclusion; he as 
effectively destroys Pip's expectations as he-has created them. -c 
It .is also Magwitch who provides us with the missing link in . 
the story of Miss Havisham' s jilting-'-he is our means for , 
knowing who Estella is. 

In "the ruined garden" of Satis House, the rank weeds: 
pollute a beauty that might have been; the rotting wedding . 
cake is overrun\ with spiders and mice. Pip can never rid ·• 
himself (or Estella, by association) of that prison "taint." The 
connection with crime that young Pip so inexplicably feels at
key times in his courtship of Estella is, of course, foreshadow
ing the revelation that Pip is more associated with the convict·, 
Abel Magwitch than he knows. There is little humor remain
ing in Pip upon the discovery of his true circumstances. Even• 
as a maltreated child, Pip is capable of exhibiting humor (at: 
least, in remembrance); he recalls he was "regaled with the; 
scaly tips of the drumsticks of the fowls, and with those·• 
obscure corners of pork of which the pig, when living, hadJ 
had the least reason to be vain." But there is sparse wit in; 
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Dickens's language after Pip discovers who his benefactor- is. 
The language itself grows thinner as the plot begins to race. 

Both in the lushness of his language, when Dickens means. 
to be lush, and in how spare he canbe when he simply wants 
you to follow the story, he is ever conscious of his �eaders. !t 
was relatively late in his life that he began to give public 
readings, yet his language was consistently written to be read 
aloud-the use of repetition, of refrains; the rich, descriptive 
lists that accompany a newly introduced character or place; 
the abundance of punctuation. Dickens overpunctuates; he 
makes long and potentially difficult sentences slower • but
easier to read-as if his punctuafion is a form of stage direc
tion, when reading aloud; or as if he is aware that many of his 
readers were reading his novels in serial form and needed 
nearly constant reminding. He is overly clear; He is a master 
of that device for making short sentences seem long, and long 
sentences readable-the semicolon! Dickens never wants a 
reader to be lost; but, at the same time, he never wants a 
reader to skim. It is rather hard going to skim Dickens; you · 
will �iss too much to make sense of anything; He made 
every sentence. easy to read because he wanted you to read 
every sentence. • • . . . " Imagine missing this parenthetical aside about marnage: I
may here remark that I suppose myself to be better ac0 

quainted than any living authority with the ridgy effect of a 
wedding-ring passing unsympathetically over the human coun
tenance." Of course, young Pip is referring to having his face 
scrubbed by his sister, but for the careful reader this is a 
reference to the general discomfort of marriage. And who 
cannot imagine that Dickens's own exhaustion and humilia
tion in the blacking warehouse informed Pip's sensitivity to 
his dull labors in the blacksmith's shop? "In the little world in 
which children have their existence . . . there is nothing so 
finely perceived and so finely felt as injustice." For "injus
tice" was always Dickens's subject__:_and his broadest anger 
toward it is directed at injustice to children. It is both the 
sensitivity of a child and the vulnerability of an author in late 
middle-age . (with the conviction that most of his happiness 
is behind him, and that the most of his loneliness is ahead of 
h'im) that enhance young Pip's view of the marshes at night. 
"I looked at the stars, and considered how awful it would be 
for a man to turn his face up fo them as he froze to death; and 
see no help or pity in all the glittering multitude." 
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Images of such brilliance are as enchanting in Great 
Expectations as its great characters and its humbling story. 
Dickens was a witness of .a world moving at a great pace 
toward more powerful and less human institutions; he saw· 
the outcasts of society's greed and hurry. "In a passion ·of 
glorious violence," Johnson writes, "he defended the golden, 
mean." He believed that in order to defend the dignity of 
man it was necessary to uphold and cherish the individual. 

When Dickens first finished Great Expectations, he was 
already running out of time; he was already exhausted. He. 
would write only one more novel (Our Mutual Friend, 1864--5); 
The Mystery of Edwin Drood was never completed. He 
worked a full day on that last book the day he was stricken.\ 
Here is the final sentence he wrote: "The cold stone tombs of 
centuries ago grow warm; and flecks of brightness dart into the· 
sternest marble corners of the building, fluttering like wings." 
Later, he tried a few letters; in one of them, Johnson tells us, 
he quoted Friar Laurence's warning to Romeo: "These violent'. 
delights have violent ends.': Perhaps this was a premonition; 
in his novels, he exhibited a great fondness for premonitions.: 

Charles Dickens died of a paralytic stroke on a warm June· 
evening in 1870; at his death, his eyes were closed but a tea{ 
was observed on his right cheek; he was fifty-eight. He lay in 
an open grave in Westminster Abbey for three days-there 
were so many thousands of mourners who came to pay theiri 
respects to the former child-laborer whose toil had once; 
seemed so menial in the blacking warehouse at Hungerford:; 
Stairs. 

Great Expectations 
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